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Independent Travel - taking some time and
a car will mean you can explore the
ruggedly beautiful interior of the island of
Crete as well as visit some exquisite
beaches. Visit Crete - take a back roads
journey through the island. This book helps
you discover the real Crete - archaeological
sites, wine tastings, organic tavernas,
hidden valleys and other gems in the west
of Crete. Get behind the scenes. We Love
Crete have put together their favourite
places in the west of the island to give you
a varied and interesting itinerary to follow.
Or adapt for yourself. Inside Learn the
secrets of the Minoans at the Knossos
Palace Drive through the country, visit
wineries, take wine tastings, and visit the
local tavernas Get off the beaten track in
the foothills of Psiloritis and experience the
hidden Amari Valley Have easy access to
the route with our unique live-link map
Packed with tips for accommodation that
will save you Euros Everyone knows
Crete as a beach destination, and that an
average of 300 days of sunshine a year
mean more chances of bliss on the sand.
But as an independent visitor, who wants to
do more than just lie on the beach, it can be
difficult to plan a great route without
knowledge of the island. With the Five
Days in the West of Crete, you wont miss
the any of the historic sites, interesting
towns and beautiful beaches. This route
will show you the wine and food in Crete.
The stunning mountains and valleys of
Crete will be at your fingertips. Trip Ideas
Experience mountain hospitality and
organic local food in Zaros Enjoy the fruit
trees, vineyards and green slopes of the
Amari Valley Relish in the tiny laneways
of the Old Town of Rethymnon See the
inland lake of Kournas Use our
accommodation tips in the Old Town of
Chania Rugged Gorges! Unexplored
mountains and gorges of the west of Crete
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Best of all, the mysterious and untouched
beach of Elafonisi eBook Features Weve
suggested an itinerary, and given
accommodation suggestions, different
options for various routes along the way,
and variations Five days is not a lot of time
to spend in Crete. With this guide, you will
be able to make the most of that time With
the live-link map, you can plot your routes
in Crete Save money by pre-booking your
accommodation The guide includes Greek
names for easy recognition of road signs
Take less time reading the map and more
time chatting to the locals Ease the worry
of Where will we sleep tonight?, enjoy
more time relaxing at the taverna The
suggested itinerary for the west of Crete
and maps in one handy package What This
Book Is Not - it is not a fully detailed Crete
travel guide. This is a route suggestion for
independent, curious travellers who know
how to read a map. There are plenty of
excellent travel guide-books available. We
wrote it response to our readers, who asked
How do I plan my trip for five days in
Crete? This suggested pathway, with
different options, will help you travel Crete
on the back roads. About the Authors written and researched by We Love Crete;
Apostolis Heretis-Hadoulis, Anastasios
Hadoulis and Katia Luz. About We Love
Crete - a website sharing our love of Crete
- this is a family creation. We are Anastasi
and Apostoli, brothers whose mother was
born in Crete, and we love to share Kriti
and her spirit with you. The real Crete,
beyond the beach, the rustic, authentic
island, brimming with her own fiercely
independent character and culture, home of
local people with hearts of gold. Ela, come,
Kriti and her charms await.

Before or after your Crete self-guided tour, while still in Athens, check out the daily bike rides available at Athens Day
Tours. If you select the East-West itinerary Answer 1 of 13: We have 10 days in Crete in early June for our honeymoon.
Day 1: Arrive in Heraklion in the morning, rent a car, drive to Erythmion Do a day trip by boat or see Frangokastello or
Hora Skarion. Crete, Greece Better idea yet, at the end of day 5 take the last ferry to Agia Romouli and Along with
Crete, Santorini is the best island in Greece in the winter and town on Crete and a great base for exploring western
Crete. Even better beaches are a short drive down the coast. . I wouldnt recommend visiting Corfu and Santorini on the
same trip as .. Adding Naxos is always a good idea. To find yourself in Paleochora, drive along the National Road
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Chania Crete Villas Accommodation Guide The beach is located 4 km. west of Sfakia and 75km. south of Chania. 5)
Agia Marina Images of exotic islands are mixed with the Greek beauty in a unique Balos, Chania, Crete . Trip
Ideas.Explore Peter Pass board Crete on Pinterest. See more ideas about Crete greece, Greece trip and Travel.Crete is a
cultural treasure and a great island destination for a road trip. of Adventure Ideas for European family road trips,
brought to you in conjunction with Heraklion (also called Iraklion) is one of the largest Greek cities. once the centre of
Minoan civilisation lie just five kilometres down the road. .. Western Europe.Elafonisi Beach in western Crete is a
natural, near pristine beach with pure Naturists do enjoy Elafonisi, and topless bathing is as common as on other Greek
beaches. The Old Beach House on remote Keramotis Beach is a perfect getaway 5 Days in the West of Crete by Car or
Motorcycle gives you loads of ideas onPictures of the heavenly Balos lagoon in Chania are featured in all the travel
Cretes hidden jewel and the largest beach on the island is located on the For off road and 4x4, youll zig and zag along
Cretes dirt roads. It has the highest concentration of Greeces five-star resorts and is the top .. HOLIDAY IDEAS.Page 1
of 3. [ad] Crete Greece - Trip Ideas: Five Days In The West Of Crete By Car Or Motorcycle PDF. [I7T.ebook] Crete
Greece - Trip ideas:.BIKE TOURS EAST TO WEST HERAKLEION TO HANIA The East-West route starts in
Herakleion in the east and ends in Hania in the west. Choose this route ifWhich would be better to visit first Crete or
Santorini? Athens Scenic Bike Tour Good idea to fly right upon arrival to Crete -- I like to arrive in Chania, scenic .
You could consider Anissaras or Analipsi to its west, Sissi or Milatos to the east, or Old Please, look at it & give Athens
3 days: /slideshow/Crete Greece - Trip ideas - Five Days in the East of Crete by Car or Motorcycle Independent Travel taking some time and a car will mean you can explore the5 days ago In this Greece Travel Guide weve covered budget,
the best itinerary routes for . Otherwise drive west to the colorful, cobble stoned town of Rethymno, also known for its
fun nightlife. Next, go to Chania, a great base on Crete for 5+ days. On your . If you dont want to rent a car, you can
also rent a bike!Five Days in the West of Crete helps you discover the real Crete archaeological by Car or Motorcycle
Take a back roads journey through the island of Crete in Greece. Print out the guide to take with you in the car or on
your motorbikePage 1 of 3. [ad] Crete Greece - Trip Ideas: Five Days In The West Of Crete By Car Or Motorcycle PDF.
[I7T.ebook] Crete Greece - Trip ideas:. My girlfriend and I are thinking of going to Crete this July - it would idea is to
stay in one place and then go around in many different AleHolidaysUK. Cardiff, United 5 posts. Save Topic. Trip to
Crete! 2- 3 years ago we went to Maiorca where we rented a car and went Delphi Day Trip from Athens.
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